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ABSTRACT

Now days, the number of hereditary diseases is increasing around the

world, although they are rare. These occurrences is due to the mutation

which take place in several specific genes of a person. This research is

all about the mutation which takes place specifically in PLOD 1 gene

at rs2273285 which lead to a rare hereditary disease which is known as

the hereditary disorder of connective tissue (HDCT). So in order to

identify the mutation happens the PLOD 1 rs2273285, a detection

method was carried out. This detection method is known as the In-

Silico Allele Specific Polymerase Chain Reaction method, a

preparative work prior to the actual detection method development in

laboratory. Therefore, the main aim of this research is to design

optimal allele-specific primers based on in-silico allele specific

polymerase chain reaction approach, which is conducted using a

computer-based program focusing on PLOD 1 rs2273285. Allele

specific and common primers were designed through appropriate

software by fulfilling all parameters in primer design guideline. Firstly,

the dbSNP database was searched in NCBI portal. Then, the PLOD 1

gene sequence was retrieved and imported into a Microsoft Word. The

primers were designed computationally through a bioinformatics

software which is known as the Oligo Explorer by setting the

parameters according to the primer design guidelines. The gel

electrophoresis PCR band formation was predicted based on the result.

According to the results, the parameters such as Tm values, GC %, dG

values, primer length, primer dimers and hairpins were in the range.

The Tm values and GC % were in the desired range. Overall, it is

concluded that the set of primers which were designed through the

Oligo Explorer software are good and theoretically eligible which can

be used in the PCR reaction to amplify the targeted sequence

accurately. Due to the limitations such as implementation of MCO due

to the Covid-19 outbreak, this research was done theoretically without

the laboratory hands on. Finally, as for recommendation, the guidelines

for primer design should be taken in note carefully in order to design a

specific primer to amplify the targeted sequence.

INTRODUCTION

❖ Currently, the number of people affected by hereditary diseases

is increasing day by day.

❖ This is mainly cause by the mutation which takes place at the

targeted gene.

❖ So, in this research, a method which is the In-Silico Allele

Specific Polymerase Chain Reaction (ASPCR) was

developed to identify the variant of PLOD 1 rs 2273285

theoretically through computerisationmethod.

• This gene is more essential in the making of the enzyme called 

lysyl hydroxylase 1.

• The hydroxylysine is a very complex molecules where it will give 

support and strength to several types of tissues in the body.

• Meanwhile, when there is mutation take place at the PLOD 1 

gene, it will eventually cause a very rare connective tissue 

disorder. 

• This connective tissue disorder is known as the Kyphoscoliosis 
type of the Ehlers-Danlos disorder.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

• the genetic research in developing countries like Malaysia are 

often limited by lack of funding and it costs very expensive. 

• Moreover, there is still no specific technique in order to detect the 

variants of PLOD 1 rs2273285.

• So, the In-silico allele specific polymerase chain reaction 

technique is important to be developed in order to come up with a 

specific theoretical PCR result.

OBJECTIVE

• To develop in-silico allele specific polymerase chain reaction to

differentiate the variant of PLOD 1 rs2273285.

METHODOLOGY 

Searching dbSNP
Database in NCBI

Portal

Retrieving the 
PLOD 1 Gene 

Sequence

Importing the 
Gene Sequence in 
a Microsoft  Word

Designing 
Primers in Oligo 

Explorer

Result and 
Interpretation 

RESULTS

There are 4 Primers :

Forward Allele Specific Primer X Reverse Common.

Table 4: PCR Product of (FAS X RC)

Reverse Allele Specific Primer X Forward Commom

(RAS X FC)

Table 5: Upper Primer of (RAS X FC)

Table 6: Lower Primer of (RAS X FC)

5’ Position 1982

Length 19

Tm Value 60.0 ºC

dg value -38.8 kcl/mol

GC % 57.9 %

3’-tail GC% 85.7 %

Table 2: Upper Primer of (FAS X RC)

5’ Position 2318

Length 19

Tm Value 61.3 ºC

dg value -40.1 kcl/mol

GC % 57.9 %

3’-tail GC% 85.7 %

Table 3: Lower Primer of (FAS X RC)

Position 1982-2318

Length 337 bp

Tm Diff 1.3 ºC

GC % Diff 0.0 %

5’ position 1482

length 19

Tm Value 60.2 ºC

dg Value -39.3 kcl/mol

GC % 52.6 %

3’-tail GC % 57.1 %

5’ Position 2014

Length 15

Tm Value 58.6 ºC

dg Value -34.1 kcl/mol

GC % 66.7 %

3’-tail GC % 57.1 %

DISCUSSION

• Based on the result which was obtained through the Oligo Explorer, for the

first set of primers which is the forward allele specific primer versus reverse

common primer, both the upper and lower prime's GC % was recorded as

57.9 %. This value is in the correct range value of GC%. While in the

second set of primers which was the reverse allele specific primer versus

forward common primer, the upper and lower primer’s GC % was recorded

as 52.6 % and 66.7 % respectively.

• In this case, the GC % of the upper primer falls in the range value but the

GC % of the lower primer is slightly higher than the range value.

• According to the result, both the sets of primers are in the correct length

range which is from 18 to 30 base pairs.

• The melting temperature of both the sets of primers also were in the in the

range which is from 55⁰C to 65⁰C. The Tm difference between the upper and

lower primers were also lower than 5⁰C. This is very important in producing

an accurate PCR result.

• The dG value of both the sets of primers are also more (+ ve) than -9

kcl/mol. It clearly proves that both sets of primers are good and can amplify

the sequence efficiently.

• The number of loops and annealing also presented in a lower number in both

the sets of primers.

• Finally a estimated PCR Bands were also predicted based on the PCR

products based on their base pairs.

CONCLUSION

It is concluded that both the sets of primers which were designed through the

Oligo Explorer bioinformatic software are good and eligible to be used in a

PCR reaction in order to amplify the targeted gene sequence easily. As for

recommendation, the usage of good primer guideline is very essential and

should be take in note while designing a primer in order to identify the genetic

diseases easily and treating the affected patients even more efficiently.
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The variant of PLOD 1 rs2273285 is as follows :

• Homozygous Wild Type (GG)

• Heterozygous (GT)

• Homozygous Variant Type (TT)

No Primer Name  Primer Sequence ( 5’ to 3’ ) 

1 FAS_rs2273285_PLOD 1 CTGAAGAAGTTCCGGCAGG 

2 RC_rs2273285_PLOD 1 GGTTCTGTCTATGGGGCTG 

3 RAS_rs2273285_PLOD 1 CACCTGGCTCCTGGA 

4 FC_rs2273285_PLOD 1 TCTTCGCAGACAGGTAGGT 

 

Table 7: PCR Product of (RAS X FC)

Position 1482 - 2014

length 533 bp

Tm difference 1.5 ºC

GC% difference 14.0 %


